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The tentacles are the best part

ALL that visa paperwork

Anybody hungry?

Easter outreach

We needed a breather. We needed to get out into the green, life-giving, southeast 
Asian jungle. Smoky season, when schools, offices, and many homes run air 
cleaning machines 24/7, is officially over. We can see the mountains around 
Chiang Mai again. Last month they were hidden. Towering giants, 6,000+ to 
almost 9,000 feet tall, stood invisible behind clouds of smoke. Smoky season 
is also hot season, so as our yearly dip towards the sun also coincides with 
the burning of fields, we wait, almost literally holding our breath at times. 
Last Thursday, we called off homeschool, drove up the mountain, and drank 
in the green trees and the cool waterfall. This waterfall is a childhood friend 
of our children that we’ve dropped in on many times as we visited Chiang Mai 
in the past. It’s composed of sandpaper-like limestone which means that we 
can climb up the actual face of the waterfall.  We wear ourselves out. We 
remember what is good and beautiful in this world. We alternate between 
loud and boisterous shenanigans and walking the trails in silence, because 
the jungle is never silent. And for goodness sake, there must be ice cream 
afterwards!
 
The past couple of months Brian has been helping out the local YWAM base 
one afternoon a week as they struggle to meet the English teaching needs of 
their students. I was able to join him one of the weeks and help! This was a 
surprising bit of work that God led us to which has resulted in meeting some 
really wonderful people. Last night, we were invited to a special meal where 
we were able to sit around and enjoy the fellowship of these Thai young people 
and their leaders. A couple of them shared their testimony and we ended the 
evening by praying over them as they are sent on their outreach.

Trying to get ourselves settled into a new city and find the path that God has 
laid for us here feels a little daunting at times. 
Starting over in a new place (again!) and getting 
re-established in rhythms and relationships 
takes a lot of time and grace. We are reminding 
ourselves of the ways we entered into 
community in our 20s in South Thailand and again in our 30s in the Isaan 
region of Thailand. This time we seem to be less patient with ourselves and 
the process. For all of our methods and training, there is still no other way 
than to just walk through the doors that the Holy Spirit opens and be a friend.
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English teachingOld friends are the best Food distribution

Top of the waterfall

There is a quote that some of you may remember from Brian’s earliest newsletters, over 20 years ago. 
John Wesley once said, “Do all the good you can, by all the means you can, in all the ways you can, in all 
the places you can, at all the times you can, to all the people you can, as long as ever you can.” We still 
believe that this is probably one of the greatest life goals, heart openers, and catalysts for change and 
faith in the world. These past months we have handed out food to those who are still affected by the 
economic crisis that Covid has caused in Thailand, visited and prayed with Thai church planting friends, 
spent time with new friends in a village, applied for and received another 3-month visa, celebrated Easter 
with a local Thai church and helped with their neighborhood outreach, cheered our kids as they performed 
with their local drama group, sat and laughed, cried, and prayed with Thai friends and missionary friends 
as we all struggle to bring supernatural love to a very broken world. 

Thank you for all of your love, prayers, encouragement and giving. We’re so thankful that you are with us. 

Love,

Spirit houses with offerings at the
 spring (source) of the waterfall


